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A couple of words about myself…

• A space enthusiast with a multi-disciplinary
background

• MSc. Geoinformatics – University of Tartu

• MSc. Space Studies – International Space University
(Strasbourg, France)

• Working in CGI Estonia as an Earth Observation
Consultant since October 2015

• Previously: GIS Analyst (Estonian Fund for Nature, Tartu
Observatory), Research Associate (German Aerospace
Center)

• Certainly NOT a tester!



Introduction to the Space 
Environment
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Space: what and why?

• Outer space – everything beyond 100km of
altitude from Earth

• Humans have sent stuff into outer space since the
late 1950-s.

• That „stuff“ included envoys of themselves since
1961

• By now, a total of 536 people have spent more
than 29 000 person-days (77+ years!) in space

• Mankind’s curiosity and desire for excellence are
the fundamental actors behind this
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Space today

• ~2250 satellites in orbit

• Telecom, Navigation, Earth Observation, Scientific Research

• One International Space Station

• A habitable satellite, housing six people at once

• Main purpose microgravity research

• First components in orbit since 2001

• New plans and mission concepts revealed by space agencies and
entrepreneurs to send humans to the Moon and Mars
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How do we get into Space?

• …on a rocket, obviously!

Video Credit: NASA

https://youtu.be/zsJpUCWfyPE?t=61


Think of what you just saw!

• The launch of 13 tons of materials (and six humans)…

• …on top of a burning tube filled with 3 million liters of hydrocarbon rocket
fuel…

• …striding through the atmosphere, accelerating to reach 30000km/h!

• Considering that, being up in orbit should feel safe already!

Image Credit: NASA
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• Microgravity

• Solar radiation

• Near-vaccuum environment

• Temperature fluctuations

• Space debris

• Those may lead to unexpected system failures

• Hard to decide which is more dangerous – getting there or staying there!

In-Orbit Threats
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• The average cost of the equipment on-board the Shuttle was around
$3 billion. Plus up to seven human lives.

• The average cost of a Space Shuttle launch was around $450 million.

“The biggest difference of space risk in comparison to conventional market
segments might be the fact that you can actually watch your future loss live on
television!” – Thierry Colliot, SpaceCo Business Solutions Inc.

What is the value involved – Launch Perspective
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• Think of an average telecommunication satellite

• Cost of a communication satellite mission ~€200 million; space segment
~€60 million

• Satellite TV total revenue €84 billion in 2014. 450 commercial comsats.

 Average €186 million/year/satellite  €510000/day/satellite!

• Think of schedule slips in this context!

• What is the cost of a country missing the Olympics or World Cup broadcast?

• Note: building a new satellite may take up to several years.

What is the value involved – Satellite Applications
Perspective

Image Credit: SESImage Credit: Orbital Sciences Corp.



Space Risk Management
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• Insurance – 5-20% of the satellite cost!

• Pre-launch, launch and in orbit insurance

• Redundancy on multiple levels

• back-up satellites ready for launch

• back-up subsystems on space segments

• back-up crews trained for all crucial tasks

• Extreme QA requirements!

• Strict processes to be followed during space mission engineering

• Hardware and software equally important!

How are the risks handled?

Image Credit: Robert Pearlman



Space Mission Engineering Process

• Most space missions are implemented using a strict waterfall model

• Analysis, Design, Assembly-Integration-Test (AIT), Operations

• Design, however, is highly iterative

• Cost of design is a fraction of the cost of the following phases

• Functional analysis and decomposition is the driving force in development

• Documentation is a key in every step!

• Space mission design and development may last over ten years

• Usually some very senior people involved

Image Credit: ESA Image Credit: Thales Alenia Space



Quality Assurance For Space Missions

• Very strict requirements for documentation, beginning in the analysis
phase

• Standards for documentation e.g. ESA ECSS

• The design phase employs an iterative approach with documentation
reviews in each iteration

• Computer simulations for mission planning

• Hardware verification, validation and testing done in the AIT phase

• Sophisticated test facilities

• Simulations for launch and in-orbit environment

• Engineering models used for testing!



AIT Phase – Types of Hardware Tests

• Radiation testing – electronics vs. solar particles

• Thermal vaccuum testing – hardware vs. thermal fluctuations, outgassing

• Electrical testing – electrical components vs. short circuits

• Mechanical vibration and acoustic testing – launch environment

• Shock testing – structure vs. launch environment

• Testing up until a few hours before launch!

Image Credit: ESAImage Credit: NASA/JSC



The Importance of Following Test Procedures

• Below is a NOAA N-Prime satellite, with a cost of $200 million (2003)

• It was toppled during test procedures due to a violation of
documentation requirements

• Repairing it cost an extra $135 million

• 24 bolts were removed from the harness, the event was not
documented

Image Credit: NASA



Software for Space Missions

• Very high reliability requirements, safety and real-time performance
criteria

• Sometimes you only have one shot!

• Quality built in throughout the entire development cycle

• Strict procedural requirements, robust test plans

• Traditionally waterfall development

• Large and complex software, long development cycles

• Software and hardware development hand-to-hand

Image Credit: DLR Image Credit: NASA Image Credit: NASA



Software QA: Space Shuttle Example 

• Shuttle on-board software: 420 000 lines of code, one bug

• 17 bugs in 11 versions of the code

• Every change in the code is extensively documented

• E.g. an update to a Shuttle GPS software – 6300 lines of code, 2500 pages of
specifications before any code was written

• Every fault analyzed exhaustively!

• Note on hardware: four identical on-board computers run the
software, cross-checking with each other 250 times a second

Image Credit: NASA
Image Credit: NASA



Space Shuttle Software Testing

• Peer reviews, „informal“ testing – 85% of errors identified, documented
and removed before the testing phase begins

• Nine months of in-house simulator testing, another six months of testing
in a unique NASA lab before acceptance

• 99.9% of errors documented and removed before delivery to NASA

• Nothing is impossible, it’s just a matter of cost

• Shuttle software team budget $35 million per year

Image Credit: borealspace.com Image Credit: NASA



Infamous Mission Failures



Space Shuttle Challenger Disaster (1986)

• The orbiter disintegrated 73 seconds into its
flight, killing all seven crew members

• An O-ring seal of a solid rocket booster failed due
to unusually low temperature (-1oC)

• The O-rings, as well as many other critical
components, had no test data to support any
expectation of a successful launch in such
conditions!

Image Credit: NASA Image Credit: NASA



The Mars Climate Orbiter Failure (1999)

• A 338-kilogram space probe launched to Mars by NASA
on December 11, 1998

• Design initiated in 1995

• Mission cost: $328 million

• Crashed into the planet on September 23, 1999

• Reason: Different software systems (ground vs. on-
board) were using different units for measuring thruster
power

• Pound-seconds vs. Newton-seconds

• Result: the thrusters were 4.5 times more powerful than
they should have been

• Remember: sometimes you only have one shot!

Image Credit: NASA/JPL
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Ariane 5 Maiden Launch

• June 4, 1996

• The rocket's inertial reference system converted 64-bit
floating-point data into 16-bit signed integer values

• The result of the data conversion was too large for a
16-bit signed integer, and caused an arithmetic
overflow in the hardware

• No catch blocks implemented in the code!

• Let’s have a look at what happened!

Image Credit: ESAImage Credit: ESA/CNES/Arianespace

https://youtu.be/PK_yguLapgA?t=64


Conclusion 
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Conclusion - Recap

• Space is a high-risk, high-cost, high-gain environment

• Risk Management is a critical subject in all space projects

• Hardware and software are equally important in mission design

• Following mature development processes is a must

• Quality assurance on many different levels

• Regardless, critical failures still happen!

Image Credit: ESA



Thank You for listening!
Questions? Comments?
martin.jussi@cgi.com
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